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Claimant represented by EDDIE WALKER, JR., Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

Respondents represented by DIANE GRAHAM, Attorney, Fort Smith,
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above styled claim on May 11, 2010,

in Fort Smith, Arkansas.

A pre-hearing order was entered in this case on February 16,

2010.  This pre-hearing order set out the stipulations offered by

the parties and outlined the issues to be litigated and resolved at

the present time.  A copy of this pre-hearing order was made

Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 to the hearing.

The following stipulations were offered by the parties and are

hereby accepted:

1. On all relevant dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.

2. The appropriate weekly compensation benefits are $410.00

for total disability and $308.00 for permanent partial

disability.
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3. In the event benefits are awarded, the respondents are

entitled to the set off provided by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

411.

4. The claim is controverted in its entirety.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated and

resolved at the present time were limited to the following:

1. Whether the claimant sustained a compensable injury to

her left shoulder, as a result of cumulative trauma.

2. The claimant’s entitlement to medical services, temporary

total disability benefits from December 7, 2009 through

February 1, 2010, and attorney’s fees.

In regard to these issues, the claimant contends:
  
“a. The claimant contends that she sustained
an injury to her left shoulder while
performing job duties involving rapid and
repetitive motion of her shoulder and that her
condition became severe enough that she sought
medical treatment in July of 2009.

 b. The claimant contends that she is entitled
to temporary total disability benefits from
December 7, 2009, until a date yet to be
determined and reasonably necessary medical
treatment.

c. The claimant contends that her attorney is
entitled to an appropriate attorney’s fee.”  
 

In regard to these issues, respondents contend:

“Respondents deny that claimant sustained a
compensable injury to her left shoulder in
their employ. Claimant was placed on a leave
of absence from December 7, 2009 until she
returned to work February 2, 2010. Claimant
received short term disability benefits during
that time and group health insurance through
Rheem paid her medical expenses.  Respondent
is entitled to a credit in the event
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claimant’s injury is ultimately determined
compensable.”

DISCUSSION

The central issue in this case is whether the claimant

sustained a “compensable injury” to her left shoulder, as the

result of cumulative trauma. The burden rests upon the claimant to

prove all of the statutory requirements for her left shoulder

difficulties to constitute a “compensable injury”, as that term is

used in the Act.

The first of these requirements are found in Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(4)(D).  This subsection mandates that a “compensable

injury” must be “established” by medical evidence, which is

supported by objective findings. Applicable case law has

interpreted this subsection as requiring the claimant to prove by

medical evidence the actual existence of the physical injury or

damage that is alleged to be compensable and that the existence of

this actual physical injury or damage must be supported by

“objective findings”, as that terms is defined by Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(16)(A)(i).  

In the present case, the medical reports and records of Dr.

Stephen Heim are sufficient to “establish” the actual existence of

physical injury or damage to the claimant’s left shoulder. Dr. Heim

diagnosed an impingement syndrome and a resulting rotator cuff tear

involving the claimant’s left shoulder.  The existence of these

diagnosed conditions is clearly supported by “objective findings”,

in the form of abnormalities noted on an MRI study of the physical

damage to various internal components of the claimant’s left
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shoulder, during the corrective surgery of December 7, 2009.  Thus,

the claimant has satisfied the statutory requirements for a

“compensable injury” that are contained in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(D).

The claimant must next prove that this medically established

and objectively documented physical injury or damage satisfies the

definitional requirements of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

These definitional requirements are:

(1) The physical injury or damage must arise

out of and occur in the course of the

claimant’s employment.

(2) The physical injury or damage must cause

external or internal physical harm to the

claimant’s body.

(3) The physical injury or damage must be

caused by rapid repetitive motion or be

in the form of carpal tunnel syndrome.

In order to satisfy the requirement that the injury  arise out

of and occur in the course of the employment, the claimant must

prove a causal relationship between her employment with the

respondent and the diagnosed physical injury or damage to her left

shoulder.  However, she need not prove the existence of this causal

relationship to an absolute certainty.  All that is necessary is

for her to prove that the existence of this causal relationship is

likely or probable. 
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In the present case, there is no expert medical opinion

offered on the presence of a causal relationship between the

claimant’s employment for this respondent and her impingement

syndrome or resulting rotator cuff tear. However, expert medical

opinion on causation, while helpful, is not absolutely necessary,

in every case. I find that expert medical evidence is not

absolutely necessary to prove causation in the present claim.  

The evidence presented does show that the claimant has

suffered from systemic arthritis, involving multiple joints in her

body, for a considerable period of time.  Further, she regularly

took medication for this condition.  The initial MRI showed the

presence of significant arthritic changes and defects involving the

acromioclavicular joint of the claimant’s left shoulder. It was Dr.

Heim’s opinion that the claimant’s left shoulder difficulties were

likely caused by these bony arthritic spurs or defects “impinging”

on or resulting against the supraspinatous tendon. This condition,

in turn, irritated the tendon and caused inflammation of the tendon

or tendonitis and abraded the tendon causing fraying of the tendon

and ultimately causing a tear. Clearly, certain  shoulder motion,

employment-related or otherwise, could contribute to this process.

However, one would logically expect that any offending shoulder

motion, sufficient to abrade, fray, or tear the tendon, would be

accompanied by immediate increased pain.  

In the present case, it is difficult to determine from the

record exactly when the claimant’s left shoulder pain.  The
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evidence is also inconsistent as to what activities seemed to

precipitate or aggravate the claimant’s left shoulder complaints.

At the hearing, the claimant testified that during the last

week of October of 2008, she changed shifts and was moved from an

automatic press to a manual press, due to a cut back in personnel.

She testified that this new position was harder and required her to

use her hands more. She stated that for bigger parts, she would

slide them into the press, cycle them, and slide them out.  For

smaller parts, she would place the part into the press, cycle the

press, take the part out and place it in a basket or “whatever”.

It was her testimony that the presses she operated required loading

at or right above waist level. She also testified that in order to

put in big parts, she had to use her whole body, shoulders and

everything. She stated that each press had a quota, depending upon

the particular part being made, that varied between 185 parts per

hour to 300 parts per hour, and each employee was expected to make

90 percent of that quota each day or risk sanctions. However, the

evidence shows that she performed these activities for months,

without experiencing any difficulties with her left shoulder.

The claimant testified that her shoulder difficulties began

“probably” in late May or June of 2009. It was her testimony that,

at that time, she was “doing quite a few big parts on days”.  She

was uncertain as to what the actual quota was for these parts, but

that she is certain that she, at least, met the 90 percent quota

requirement.  It was her testimony that she did not tell anyone at

Rheem, about her left shoulder complaints, until she made an
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appointment with the plant nurse in June of 2009.  She testified

that she went to the plant doctor, Dr. Greg Loyd, on July 22, 2009.

However, she stated that she only told him that her shoulder hurt

when she raised her hand a certain way or moved her arm a certain

way, but did not report that she had experienced the onset of these

difficulties while performing employment activities or that her

employment-related activities seemed to increase her complaints.

She testified that she continued to be treated by Dr. Loyd for her

left shoulder complaints, until October 15, 2009.  In her

testimony, the claimant is obviously uncertain as to what she was

doing when her shoulder complaints started. Even though she

subsequently stated that she was working on a press when she

“starting having the most pain”.  She also testified that, prior to

working the manual press, she had no difficulties with her left

shoulder. Finally, she stated that other than operating the manual

press, she does not do any activities that would require her to use

her left shoulder to any significant degree.  

On cross examination, the claimant admitted that, when she

filled out the patient questionnaire for Dr. Heim, she stated that

her shoulder symptoms began in July of 2009, and that her shoulder

complaints were “due to wear and tear on her shoulder from years of

work”. She also conceded that she was having no difficulties with

her left shoulder, when she saw the company nurse for complaints

with her left thumb and right wrist on May 4, 2009.  On cross

examination, the claimant admitted that, in June of 2009, she again

changed shifts and jobs. She also admitted that, in her deposition,
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she had stated that, when she had moved back to the second shift,

she returned to her prior job, operating an automatic press.

However, at the hearing, the claimant testified that this previous

testimony was not correct and that, when she returned to the second

shift, in June of 2009, she “didn’t get to run automatics all of

the time”.  The claimant reaffirmed that the first time she made

any complaints of difficulties with her left shoulder to any of the

personnel at the respondent was on June 9,2009, when she saw the

company nurse. The claimant also conceded that, when she saw Dr.

Loyd, on July 22, 2009, she told him that her left shoulder had

been hurting for “several weeks”.

In her testimony, the claimant conceded that she told Dr. Loyd

on July 22, 2009, that she had been back on her automatic press job

for two weeks and that this was correct. She further conceded that

she had been on vacation for a week and half to two weeks, shortly

before seeing Dr. Loyd on July 22, 2009.

None of the initial medical reports contain any history of the

claimant’s left shoulder complaints being related, in any way, to

her employment activities. The first complaint of shoulder

difficulties  in the nurse’s note of July 9, 2009, records only

that the claimant’s prior numbness and pain in her left wrist and

thumb was now “going all the way up to her shoulder”.  When the

claimant was seen by Dr. Loyd on July 22, 2009, the claimant gave

a history of shoulder pain for several weeks, but only reported

that it hurt to lie on her left shoulder at night. Even when the

claimant advised Dr. Loyd that she wanted to file a workers’
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compensation claim for her left shoulder difficulties, on October

15, 2009, she still only reported that her shoulder mainly hurt

when she reached back to get her car seat belt, reached out and up

through the car window to get the mail, and reached back to grab

the covers when in bed at night.  No mention was apparently made of

any specific employment-related activity.

When the claimant filled out the patient questionnaire for Dr.

Heim, she only attributed her shoulder difficulties to “wear and

tear from years of work” and did not associate it with any

particular employment activity in 2009.  In fact, in none of the

reports and records of Dr. Heim does the claimant attribute the

onset or any increase in her shoulder symptoms to any particular

employment activity for the respondent. 

Although the claimant in her testimony now seems to attribute

her complaints to reaching forward at approximately waist level to

load parts into the press and reaching forward and overhead to push

the buttons to activate the press, she did not mention any of these

activities, as causing or aggravating the left shoulder symptoms,

to any of her treating physicians. In fact, the movements of the

shoulder she did describe, as precipitating or aggravating her

shoulder symptoms, involved reaching out to the side and up, and

reaching back behind her. None of these movements appear to have

been required in the performance of her regular employment

activities, and it is obvious that her employment did not require

her to perform such movements on a rapid repetitive basis.  
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There is no doubt that the claimant’s employment involved

rapid repetitive motion of her hands, arms, and (to some extent)

her shoulders. However, after consideration of all the evidence

presented, I find that the claimant has failed to prove by the

greater weight of the evidence that these particular rapid

repetitive movements likely caused or contributed to any of the

medically established and objectively documented physical damage to

the claimant’s left shoulder are the symptoms she has experienced

as a result of this damage.  Thus, the claimant has failed to prove

a physical injury to her left shoulder that arose out of and

occurred in the course of her employment with the respondent, as

required by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission

has jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all relevant dates, the relationship of

employee-employer-carrier existed between the

parties.

3.  On all appropriate dates, the claimant earned

wages sufficient to entitle her to weekly

compensation benefits of $410.00 for total

disability and $308.00 for permanent partial

disability, should such benefits have been

appropriate.  

4. The claimant has failed to prove that she

sustained a ”compensable injury” to her left
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shoulder, as that term is defined by Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

5. The respondents have denied the occurrence of

any compensable injury to the claimant’s left

shoulder and controvert this claim in its

entirety.

ORDER

Based upon my foregoing findings and conclusions, I have no

alternative but to deny and dismiss this claim in its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                                                       
                            MICHAEL L. ELLIG
                            ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
                                         


